
THE RIVIERA 888 eDITION
Barcelona / St. Tropez / Cannes / Monaco

( may 22nd -26th 2024 )

Embark on an exclusive journey through the most enchanting landscapes in
Europe, navigating these picturesque routes in the driver's seat of high-

performance Super Cars.

Commencing in the vibrant city of Barcelona, our odyssey unfolds through the
glamorous destinations of St. Tropez, Cannes, and Monaco, promising an

immersive experience at the renowned Cannes Film Festival and the Monaco
Grand Prix.

Revel in the lap of luxury with opulent accommodations, exclusive soirées, and
culinary delights along this extraordinary once-in-a-lifetime escapade.

BY:EFL
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 **Day 1: May 22nd, Wednesday**

  - Extend a warm invitation to esteemed global attendees, sponsors, and VIP clients, bringing their
elite super cars to join this prestigious event.

  - Immerse yourself in the epitome of luxury with a full-day check-in at a lavish 5-star hotel in
Barcelona.

  - Indulge in an exquisite Welcome Dinner gathering, setting the tone for an unforgettable
experience.

  - Engage in an exclusive briefing for international participants, receiving confidential instructions
and a meticulous review of the forthcoming itinerary sent via email before arrival.
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May 23rd, Thursday

- Delight in a delectable morning breakfast at the Hotel.

- Marvel at the impressive lineup of high-performance cars outside the Hotel, capturing the
attention of the public, media, press, and influencers with captivating photos and videos.

- Embark on a journey from Barcelona towards Cannes or Monaco, making a refreshing
stop at a Hotspot during the scenic drive through the South of France.
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 May 23rd Thursday - May 24th Friday

- Experience a sophisticated check-in at the luxurious Luxury Hotel in the afternoon on May
23rd.

- Luxuriate in leisure time for relaxation amid the impeccable surroundings.

- May 24th commences with an indulgent breakfast, followed by an exclusive showcase of our
high-performance cars to the public and media outside the hotel.

- Embark on a scenic city drive through St. Tropez and Cannes, pausing for a delightful lunch at
a chic hotspot.

Conclude the evening with an opulent affair at the luxury gala, accessible strictly by VIP
invitation.
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May 24th Friday 24
Venue: Villa (exact location tbc) Dress Code: Black Tie / Formal Evening Dress

- **Evening Agenda:**
  - Immerse yourself in an unparalleled evening of glamour, featuring a captivating evening

with a very exclusive and prime Networking opportunities.

- **Fashion Show:**
  - Witness the latest fashion trends presented by a top designer.

Experience the thrill of the runway showcase with the latest. (TBC)

  - Discover the latest from our esteemed sponsors, offering a sneak peek at what's to come.
From all kind of luxury high-end industry that promises to inspire and impress.

Strict VIP invite-only.
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May 24 Friday

- **Networking:**
  - Connect with like-minded individuals and expand your professional network. Rub shoulders with industry leaders,

celebrity sports and performing artists, entrepreneurs, and influencers from around the world.

- **After Party:**
  - End the night on a high note with an after-party featuring a top-tier DJ, ensuring the celebration continues with the

best in the industry. Dance the night away and celebrate a successful evening with friends old and new.

- **Closing Statement:**
  - Don't miss out on this incredible opportunity to experience the best in fashion, networking, and entertainment.

Your presence is key to making this night truly unforgettable.
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 WEEKEND KICK OFF: 25th Saturday

Morning:
- Commence the day with a sophisticated morning repast before setting sail to the Monaco Grand Prix. Experience the

Monaco GP Qualifying in unparalleled luxury aboard a yacht or a glamorous terrace (to be confirmed).

Afternoon:
- Following the exhilarating Grand Prix race in Monaco, retreat to the picturesque settings of Cannes or St. Tropez. Before
bidding adieu, revel in a scenic drive through the streets of Monaco, capturing the essence of the Grand Prix season in all

its splendor and sophistication.

Late Evening:
- After departing Monaco, immerse yourself in the vibrant nightlife of the city. Be whisked away to one of the most coveted
hotspots for a bespoke dinner and an optional after-party. Please anticipate further details on the dinner venue and after-

party locale closer to the event, ensuring a truly unforgettable evening. (Subject to sponsors, VIP clients' personalized
agreements.

Limited VIP packages available.
For further information, please contact or email our designated representative for the EFL countries.
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September 26th FINAL RACE

- Revel in the final race from our exclusive yacht or terrace, complete with VIP hospitality, live music, and the allure of
the morning sun.

- Be transported to a premier hotspot in Monaco for a sumptuous dinner after the race.

- Following the meal, return to the yacht or hotspot for the Grand Prix Celebration, marking the grand finale of our
meticulously curated event.

- Please note that the itinerary is subject to adjustments due to unforeseen circumstances. Detailed information
regarding the dinner venue and after-party location will be disclosed closer to the event date, ensuring an

unforgettable experience. We eagerly anticipate hosting you in the enchanting Côte d'Azur!
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 * FERRARI 296 SPIDER
 * FERRARI  SF90
 * FERRARI SF90 SPYDER
 * Ferrari 812 GTS
 * FERRARI F8 SPIDER
 * FERRARI PORTOFINO
 * FERRARI ROMA
 * FERRARI GTC 4 LUSSO T
 * FERRARI 296 GTB
 * LAMBORGHINI HURACAN  EVO SPYDER
 * PORSCHE 911 TURBO CABRIO
 * PORSCHE 911 GTR3RS 991 MKI

* PORSCHE 718 CAYMAN 4.0 GTS
* PORSCHE 718 CAYMAN GT4
* PORSCHE CARRERA 911 (992)
* PORSCHE 911 CARRERA COUPE
* PORSCHE GT3 992
* MERCEDES  G63
* MERCEDES  G500
* MERCEDES BENZ SL63
* MB VCLASS TIFFANY LUXURY
MOD
* BENTLEY CONTINENTAL GTC
* RR CULLINAN
* MCLAREN 765 LT SPIDER
* ASTON MARTIN VANTAGE

"To obtain additional information, updates, and further details, please contact your designated country ambassador.

 Availability is very limited, so we encourage you to reach out to your representatives promptly.

NOTE: ALL PACKAGES FROM VILLA, CARS AND EVENTS  ARE CUSTOMISED  AND AVAILABILITY IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE  ANYTIME OR AT TIME OF CONFIRMATION.

AVAILABLE CARS FOR RENT



Elite Fablane Luxury has several leading hotels & villas in
St. Tropez, Cannes, Nice, and Monaco allowing us to offer

preferential rates to our customers.

Once you have confirmed all the exclusive access you
want, our EFL team will work with you to create a

comprehensive itinerary that includes hotel
accommodation transfers and other VIP services needed

for your stay.

Additionally, for our members, customers, and guests
attending the Festival & F1 GP,  we have exclusive access
to some of the most luxurious private villas in Cote d sur.

These private  villas provide an unparalleled level of
comfort and sophistication during your stay at the festival.


